KIMBERLEY SUSTAD AND PAUL CAMPBELL ATTEND A ‘WEDDING EVERY WEEKEND’
A NEW, ORIGINAL MOVIE PREMIERING AUGUST 15, ON HALLMARK CHANNEL

Part of the Network’s “Summer Nights” Programming Event


Having just ended a relationship, Brooke Ethridge (Sustad) finds herself at the singles table at the first of four consecutive weddings on her calendar. There, she runs into Nate Thomas (Campbell), a recent acquaintance who has his own reasons for remaining unattached. Since they’re both in the same boat, they keep each other company at the reception. When they cross paths again at wedding #2 and discover they’re not only attending the same upcoming weddings but are the Maid of Honor and Best Man in the fourth one, they officially declare themselves “wedding buddies.” What starts as a friendship of convenience soon evolves into something more until a misunderstanding could block their path to happily ever after.

“Wedding Every Weekend” is produced by Weekend Road Productions, Ltd. Jean Abounader and Michael Shepard are executive producers and Charles Cooper is producer. Kevin Fair directed from a script by Julie Sherman Wolfe.
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